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1.

Introduction

In banking systems, computer terminals are the main player
in performing sensitive financial transactions. Such a role
played by terminals shifted the attack surface and defense
mechanisms from the network to include end hosts over a
number of years in continuous developments. Historically,
many Internet banking services and solutions were designed
to protect users only against network-based attacks utilizing
various transport layer security mechanisms, and overlooking
the potential attacks from within the terminals. Those

*

mechanisms have been proven to be limited in many ways,
mainly because of the rise of malware attacks, in which terminals are infected by malicious pieces of software that have
given the adversary a full control over the terminals, including
the banking systems running on top of them.
Among many kinds of attacks that malware can mount
against Internet banking services is a client-side transactionmanipulation attack in which the adversary controls a user's
established session and abuses secret information (e.g. password, PIN, or OTP string) entered by the user for completing a
manipulated transaction (Oppliger et al., 2009). Because early
Internet banking solutions did not ensure that the present
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transaction is what the user has intended, they were vulnerable to the attack. In this attack, the adversary aims to trick
the user into completing a manipulated transaction by displaying an uncompromised transaction information at the
client side. Accordingly, the user inputs the secret information
required for completing the transaction, making the adversary capable of controlling the session established by the user.
Refer to Fig. 1 for an illustration of the attack.
In retrospect, to ensure a level of defense against such attacks and to avoid liability, online banking providers initially
urged users to adequately protect their devices by following
best practices. However, given the ever-increasing levels of
sophistication of today's security landscape, which may
include zero-day vulnerabilities and attacks, online banking
providers moved towards a more active role by equipping
users with trusted devices to secure their banking services
from potential attacks at the terminal. For that, some banks
assume that the user terminal is controlled by the attacker;
hence, users are provided with additional devices with a
display that serves as a trusted endpoint in the communication between customer and bank server. Solutions that aim at
preventing or mitigating it include ZTIC (Weigold et al., 2008),
CAP (Drimer et al., 2009), Transaction Signing (Hiltgen et al.,
2006), and QR-TAN (Starnberger et al., 2009), which introduce additional trusted devices for transaction authentication. Some of them, such as ZTIC, have already been certified
in many countries and deployed by some banks (IBM (ZTIC),
2014; State-of-the-art technolo, 2014). This trusted device is
then used to either display transaction information (in ZTIC
and QR-TAN) or generate transaction-dependent responses by
asking the user to input part of the transaction information (in
CAP). While such hardware-based solutions prevent the
attack, that advantage comes at an extra cost with the additional devices. In addition, users in CAP (Drimer et al., 2009)
are asked to input redundant transaction information more
than once. Moreover, solutions like ZTIC (Weigold et al., 2008)
and Transaction Signing (Hiltgen et al., 2006) that have a
standard USB (Universal Serial Bus) connector cannot be used
in other devices such as a mobile phone.
In this paper, we introduce a transaction-authentication
scheme that has the following properties:
1. Low-cost: A credential is a sheet of transparent paper.
2. Easy to issue a credential: Credential issuing process is just
to print secret color patterns on a transparent paper.

Fig. 1 e Client-side transaction-manipulation attack (TAN:
Transaction Authentication Number).

3. No input redundancy: It does not require a user to input
transaction information multiple times.
4. Universal usage: A standard screen and an input device are
enough to use the credential.
To achieve these goals, we propose a novel visual cryptographic scheme, and utilize it for authentication without
trusted modules or devices. The proposed scheme takes
advantage of the interesting interaction between subtractive
and additive color mixing models, where the subtractive
mixing is a model for printing on paper and the additive
mixing for light on screen. It is enough for a user to overlap a
pre-issued transparent paper printed with a color pattern over
a screen with a random pattern when completing the transaction. This overlapping action causes the interaction between two color mixing models and shows a secret message
that will be used for transaction authentication. Our contribution stated above can be viewed as an unconventional
trusted device that banking services can provide to users for
secure transactions, while providing all the operational advantages highlighted earlier.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In
Section 2, we explain a new visual cryptographic scheme
which utilizes complementary colors in color mixing models.
In Section 3, we introduce the main protocol of our proposal.
In Section 4, we show our implementation and evaluation
results in terms of usability. In Section 5, we analyze the security of our proposal. In Section 6, we review prior works on
visual secret sharing. Finally, concluding remarks and future
research directions are drawn in Section 7.

2.
Exploiting color models for visual
encryption
In this section, we explain two color mixing models that play
significant roles in our scheme: the subtractive and the additive. In the subtractive color mixing model that has three
primary colors (cyan, magenta and yellow; CMY for short), the
more colors are mixed, the darker the resulting color becomes.
This model is applied to create a variety of colors when
printing on a paper and in painting. In the additive color
mixing model, where the three primary colors are red, green
and blue (RGB for short), the more colors are mixed, the lighter
the consequent color becomes. This model is used for television and computer monitors. In the subtractive and the additive color models, the complementary colors of red, green,
and blue are cyan, magenta, and yellow, respectively. It is well
known that when subtractively mixed, pairs of complementary colors can be used to produce the black (K) color (Color
wheel, 2014).
We observed an interesting interaction of the two coloring
systems: when a color printed on a transparent paper (the
subtractive model) is overlapped over the complementary
color on a screen with a backlight (the additive model), the
resulting color is still dark gray, although not completely
black. Fig. 2 shows this observationdthe dark gray color is
denoted as K throughout the paper. On the other hand, even if
one of the RGB is mixed with one of CMY that is not a complementary color, the RGB color does not lose its original color.
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Fig. 2 e Overlaying RGB colors on a transparent paper over
CMY colors on a screen results in gray [best viewed in
colors].

For example, R becomes K when mixed with C, which is
complementary to R, but otherwise remains almost R,
absorbing M or Y.
Using the complementary color interaction between an
RGB layer and a CMY layer, we can make a visual encryption
scheme, where a user is issued as a key a transparent card
filled with a random color pattern, and the user is required to
overlap the card over the other layer displayed on a screen to
recognize the secret information. We remark that when we
mix two color systems, displaying CMY on a screen overlapped with an RGB card generates better results than vice
versa, according to our experimental results. See Fig. 3 for an
example. We note that there are two differences in this
approach from traditional visual cryptography. First, our
approach is based on creating a new color by overlapping two
colors, while all existing proposals in visual cryptography are
based on density control of a color as shown in Fig. 4. Second,
we use additive and subtractive color systems simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 3, we observed that a mixture of the
two color systems is dominated by the subtractive color system, although it does not follow exactly the subtractive model.
Consequently, a dark gray is shown as a mixture of complementary colors instead of black. We utilize this basic idea to
create a secure transaction authentication protocol.

3.

Our proposal

In this section, we introduce the system and attacker models
followed by our main protocol proposal.

Fig. 4 e Traditional Visual Cryptography: Overlaying secret
shares to increase density with superposition.

3.1.

System model

Our system model consists of four different entities (or participants), which are a user, a visual cryptography card (VCC),
a user's terminal (client), and the server. The user is an ordinary human, limited by all human's limitations and shortcomings, including limited capabilities of performing complex
computations or remembering sophisticated cryptographic
keys. With a user's terminal such as a personal computer, or a
smartphone, the user can log in a server of a financial institute
(bank) for financial transactions. After a successful login by
proving possession of a valid secret information, the user can
do financial transactions such as money transfer and bill
payment. A VCC is a transparent card that contains a secret
key used for authenticating the transaction. Finally, the server
is the last system entity which belongs to the financial institute and performs the back-end operations by interacting with
the user (terminal and VCC) on behalf of the bank to enable
the authentication process.

3.2.

Attacker model

The main attacker model of our work is a client-side transaction-manipulation attack. We assume that the adversary
has a malware in the user's terminal and privileges to control any resources of the client. For example, it can log
keystrokes and access a private key file and memory, and it

Fig. 3 e Overlapping an RGB card over the CMY layer on a screen enables a user to recognize the secret.
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can even capture the screen. However, the attacker does not
have access to a VCC. The goal of the adversary in our
attacker model is either to reconstruct the VCC by analyzing
information transferred between the server and the user, or
to find a way to manipulate the transaction without
restoring the VCC.

3.3.

Issue of VCC

A user is issued with a VCC when she signs up the banking
service, and the color pattern is stored in the server's database. To issue a VCC, three candidate VCCs (V1; V2; V3) are
generated.
We denote SA as a set of RGB colors (SA ¼ fR; G; Bg), and SS
as a set of CMY colors (SS ¼ fC; M; Yg). Assume that a VCC is
composed of h  w blocks, where a block is defined as a unit
square to which a single color is assigned.
1. For each of h  w positions ðx; yÞ, the server assigns a
random permutation of ðR; G; BÞ to ðV1x;y ; V2x;y ; V3x;y Þ,
where V1x;y is a block in (x; y) position of V1.
2. V1; V2 and V3 are stored in the database.
3. V1 is issued to a user.
We will discuss the rationale for using three VCCs instead
of one in Section 5.5.

3.4.

Transaction authentication protocol with VCC

We extend the basic idea of the visual encryption scheme in
Section 2 to transaction authentication. A user performing a
financial transaction executes the following protocol:
1. Transfer request on the user (client) side. After signing-in
on a banking service, the user moves to ‘make transfer’
menu, and inputs transfer details such as source account,
transfer amount, and recipient's account information. The

client requests a transaction challenge of the server by
sending the transfer details.
2. Response with transaction challenge on the server side.
After receiving the transfer details, the server checks the
user's balance. If there is enough balance, the server generates a Transaction Authentication Number (TAN), and
constructs a transaction challenge (TC). TC contains TAN,
recipient's name, transfer amount, and a bard we will
describe the construction of the TC in section 3.5 in more
detail. The server sends the TC to the client.
3. Transfer information check and TAN input at the user side.
The client receives the TC and displays it on the screen. To
check the transfer information (the recipient's name and
the transfer amount) and the TAN, the user overlaps the
VCC on the TC rendered on the screen of the client as in
Figs. 3 and 5. The user recognizes the resulting characters
of the transfer information, the TAN, and a bar (this will be
addressed in Section 5.2). The user inputs the TAN if there
is only 1 bar on the resulting image and the transfer information is correct. The client then forwards the TAN to
the server.
4. Verification of TAN on the server side. The server confirms
the transfer only if TAN that is received matches the one
that it has sent.

3.5.

TC construction method is the most important part in our
protocol, because the adversary can obtain many TC's from
the compromised client and try to analyze those TC's to
reconstruct the user's VCC.
To construct a TC, the server prepares a bar, the TAN and
the transaction information including recipient's name (RN)
and transfer amount (TA). Either numbers or alphanumeric
characters can be chosen for a TAN, depending on input
method available (10-key keypad or qwerty keyboard), user
convenience, or the required security level. The bar is used to
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Fig. 5 e Transaction authentication protocol using complementary colors.
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make the user confirm that the TC has not been manipulated
by a cut-and-paste attack, which will be discussed in Section
5.2. We denote the set of blocks occupied by the bar, RN, TA,
and the TAN as TS as shown in Fig. 6. The size of the TC is the
same as the size of the VCC.
1. The server retrieves the user's V1; V2 and V3 from the
database.
2. The server prepares images for TS as follows. For RN, TA,
and TAN, the font size is chosen to be 20 color blocks in
height. The lengths of those three strings are variable. A TC
is composed of three horizontally-divided regions, called
R1 , R2 , and R3 . The server randomly assigns RN, TA, and
TAN into three regions. For each region, the server chooses
a set of parameters, ðx; y; qÞ, where x and y are the coordinates of the top left corner of the string, and q determines how much the string will be rotated. x is
randomly determined by considering the width of a string
not to go beyond the edge of a TC, and y is randomly chosen
such that the string should fit into a region with a variation
of ±3 color blocks. q ranges from 10+ to 10+ . The three
strings are rotated and laid out properly so that they do not
overlap. The bar is drawn from ðx1 ; 0Þ to ðx2 ; h  1Þ, where x1
and x2 ð0  x1 ; x2  w  1Þ are randomly chosen, and the
thickness of the bar is three color blocks. The number of
blocks constituting TS should be approximately 1/3 of
h  w. Refer to Fig. 6 for sample images. The server also
generates TS0 and TS00 , two sets of fake transaction information such that each set occupies approximately wh=3
blocks. TS, TS0 and TS00 should be disjoint from each other.
3. The server constructs a TC as follows. For each block of an
empty TC of size h  w, if the block belongs to the region
where TS occupies, the server assigns the complementary
color of the color on the corresponding block of V1; if the
block belongs to TS0, it fills the block with the complementary color on the corresponding block of V2; otherwise,
it fills it with that of V3. An example of the construction is
shown in Fig. 7.
Whenever a user requests a transaction authentication,
the server generates a fresh TC by running the above algorithm to frustrate various types of attacks which will be discussed in Section 5.

4.

Implementation and evaluation

We conducted a study to find how much the difference is
between the authentication time of our proposal and that of
the random 6-digit input. For the study, we used a VCC printed
on a normal OHP film with pure RGB colors using Samsung
CLP-705ND color laser printer. The size of the VCC is the same
as that of a typical credit card (8:5  5:4 cm2 ), and the size of
each color block is 0:79  0:79 mm2 . With w ¼ 107 color blocks

Fig. 6 e Examples of TS.
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in width and h ¼ 68 color blocks in height printed on the card,
the printed area is 8:45  5:37 cm2 . To represent three strings
for TAN, a recipient name and the amount of transfer, we used
‘verdana’ font with a size of 20 points. While any number or
alphanumeric characters can be used for a TAN, we chose a 6digit number.

4.1.

User study design

Our proposal using 6-digit number TAN was evaluated against
the 6-digit OTP (One Time Password) using a repeated measures within-participants design. To verify how the proposal
works in practice, we asked subjects to use their own computer monitors, of which color settings varied. Because of the
difference in the color settings of users' own monitors, the TC
and the image overlapped with the VCC might not look identical in their colors.

4.2.

Participants

To evaluate the usability of our proposal, we conducted a user
study with 20 subjects, who were recruited from our local
college. They received a coffee coupon in lieu of their participation. Their actual ages ranged between 21 and 34 years,
with an average age of 26.05 years.

4.3.

Procedure

The study was conducted in an isolated room of our college.
Subjects were given a VCC, and then they were briefed on how
to calibrate the size of a TC on their monitors and to perform a
transaction with the VCC. The calibration was to adjust the
size of the TC on a monitor to match that of VCC using arrow
keys. The adjusted size was saved in the server and was
retrieved to be used later on.
After calibrating the VCC, a subject was requested to run
our protocol by (1) finding a TC on a monitor, (2) overlapping
the VCC with the TC on the monitor, and (3) typing the TAN
rendered from the overlapped image.
After one practical trial each for calibration and for
authentication as described above, the participants were
requested to run one calibration trial and ten transaction
authentication trials. Calibration trials were for measuring
the elapsed time for calibration. Transaction authentication
trials were to measure the successful authentication probability and time. For comparison, participants were asked to
input a random 6-digit number shown in their screens ten
times.

4.4.

Results

Fig. 8 shows the elapsed time for calibration. We observed that
the average elapsed time for calibration was 42.2 s.
Fig. 9 shows comparatively the elapsed time of our proposal and that of a random 6-digit input. The elapsed time of
our proposal includes time for overlapping images, and
recognizing and inputting the TAN. We found that the average
elapsed time of our proposal is longer than that of the random
input by 11.08 s. The average success probability of 6-digit
input was 99%, whereas that of ours was 93.5%.
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Fig. 7 e TC construction and decryption of TS.

4.4.1.

Remark on durability

We remark that a VCC might be worn out as time goes on,
because it is repeatedly used during a long period. To check
the durability of the card, we made a VCC with a normal OHP
film using Samsung CLP-705ND color laser printer. The VCC
was tested 300 times in a typical environment, where a user
stored the card in his/her wallet and pulled out for every
authentication session. Even after 300 trials, the card
remained without any serious flaw as shown in Fig. 10, and we
could successfully perform authentication with the card. We
also remark that another layer of protection material may be
applied to enhance the durability for deployment.

5.

Security analysis

5.1.

Basic attacks

Fig. 11(b), given ‘3F’ as a challenge, the user must answer with
‘H7’ on an intersection cell located in ‘3’ row and ‘F’ column.
This procedure would be repeated with different challenges to
satisfy the required security level. For a fair comparison, we
consider a 10-by-10 matrix card with 100 two-digit decimal
numbers.

5.1.1.

5.1.2.

In this section, we analyze the security of our scheme against
basic attacks such as random guessing, brute-force attack,
key-logging attack, and client-side transaction-manipulation
attack. We also compare our scheme with legacy solutions
such as 6-digit PIN, matrix card (grid card), and OTP (6-digit) in
terms of these attacks. See Fig. 11. In case of the matrix card in

Fig. 8 e Elapsed time for calibration for 20 users.

Random guessing

An attacker may pass the authentication protocol by
randomly guessing the TAN. The success probability of this
guessing depends on the size of the search space of a TAN. For
example, for a 6-digit TAN, it is 1=106 , which is the same as the
legacy 6-digit PIN. The other legacy solutions of which
response is 6 digits long have the same level of security.

Brute-force attack

An adversary may try to reconstruct a VCC using a brute-force
attack. The attacker is assumed not to have a priori knowledge
of the VCC, and to perform random guessing on the colors of
VCC blocks. Since the probability of correctly guessing one
block in the wild is 1=3, the probability of recovering the VCC is
ð1=3Þ10768 (more than 11; 532 bits of security), which is small

Fig. 9 e Comparison of our proposal to a random 6-digit
input (averaged on 10 trials per user).
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Fig. 10 e Durability test.

enough to frustrate the brute-force attack. For the matrix card,
the probability of recovering the specific card is 1=100!,
because there are 100 numbers to be permuted. Assuming that
the OTP is implemented using a PRNG (Pseudo-Random
Number Generator) with a 128-bit seed, the probability of
obtaining the seed is 1=2128 (negligible).

5.1.3.

Key-logging attack

An attacker may log a challenge from an authentication server
and the user's key entry to recover a user's secret information
such as PIN, matrix card, or a seed. Our scheme as well as OTP
is secure against the key-logging attack, because an expected
response is different for every session. However, 6-digit PIN is
vulnerable to this attack, because simple replay can pass the
test. For the matrix card, an attacker may accumulate the
information of logged sessions to increase the probability of
authentication success. Assume that a server sends three
distinct queries in a single session. When the attacker
records only one session, the probability to succeed in the
next session is ð3  2  1=100  99  98Þz6=106 . If two sessions
are recorded, the probability is greater than ð97
96  95=100  99  98Þ  ð6  5  4=100  99  98Þz0:00011. If
three sessions are logged, the probability is greater than ð97 

96  95=100  99  98Þ  ð94  93  92=100 99  98Þ  ð9  8
7=100  99  98Þz0:0004.

5.1.4.

Transaction manipulation attack

If the protocol does not ensure that the present transaction is
what the user has intended, an attacker can make the user
complete the transaction with attacker's intention by showing
a manipulated page to a user. Unlike OTP, matrix card, and
PIN, our scheme can prevent this attack because it has a
transaction-dependent challenge. Table 1 summarizes the
security of OTP, matrix card, PIN, and the proposed method
against the above four attacks. We remark that there are
different solutions to prevent a transaction manipulation
attack, such as ZTIC, Transaction Signing, QR-TAN, and CAP
which were already mentioned in Section 1. The suggested
cryptographic algorithms and protocols as well as hardware
requirements for these solutions are compared in Table 2. As
shown in the table, our scheme is a more cost-effective solution than the other transaction manipulation attack-immune
schemes, in the sense that it does not require any additional
hardware device and it can be used only with a standard
screen and an input device.

Table 1 e Security comparison of authentication schemes
against random guessing (RG), brute force (BF), keylogging (KL), and transaction-manipulation (TM) attacks.

6-digit PIN
OTP
Matrix card
Proposed

Fig. 11 e Examples of OTP device and matrix card (Entrust
IdentityGuard, 2014).

a

RG

BF

KL

TM

1=106
1=106
1=106
1=106

1=106
1=2128
1=100!
ð1=3Þ10768

1
N.A.
>0.0004a
N.A.

Vulnerable
Vulnerable
Vulnerable
N.A.

After logging three sessions.
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Table 2 e Solutions to prevent transaction manipulation attacks.
Suggested protocols/algorithms and a dedicated hardware device
ZTIC (Weigold et al., 2008)
Transaction Signing (Hiltgen et al., 2006)
QR-TAN (Starnberger et al., 2009)
CAP (Drimer et al., 2009)
Proposed

5.2.

SSL/TLS with a dedicated hardware using USB
Public key encryption with a dedicated hardware using USB
Public key encryption with a mobile phone and QR-code
Compressed version of a MAC with a dedicated hardware and a debit card
Visual cryptography with the VCC

Cut-and-paste attack

5.3.

The purpose of the cut-and-paste attack is to deceive the
user with a manipulated TC that contains the recipient
name and the transfer amount that has been input by the
user and the TAN from the adversary's transfer request. A
pre-installed malware in a user's client program can mount
this attack. When the client sends a transfer request to the
server, the malware, which compromises the established
session between the client and the server, performs the
following procedure to get the manipulated TC as depicted
in Fig. 12.
1. Intercepts the TC from the user's transfer session (denoted
by TCU),
2. Requests a new session for transfer to the server,
3. Receives the corresponding TC (denoted by TCA),
4. Guesses geometric parameters to represent TS images of
TCU,
5. Cuts the recipient's name and transfer amount from the
intercepted TCU,
6. Pastes them on the adversary's TCA.
Note that without the user's intervention, the malware
cannot decode the TAN of TCA because it does not possess the
VCC. However, it is hard for the attacker to mount the above
cut-and-paste attack, because the adversary should be able to
correctly guess random parameters for representation of
strings (RN, TA, and TAN), as well as guessing the relative
order of strings. For example, a TAN may be located at the
bottom in the intercepted TC, but at the top in the attacker's
TC. Even if the adversary succeeds in guessing those parameters and the order, the cut-and-paste is not easy. A user
recognizes easily if she can detect a broken bar instead of a
single straight bar.

Statistical analysis attack

An attacker may try to reconstruct the VCC by observing as
many TC's as possible. Although the server tries to choose
evenly among three colors for every block through many TC's,
some area such as the center of a TC cannot but be occupied
frequently by TS images, unlike the edge area, during the TC
construction. Therefore, a color appears significantly more
because a block is located in the central area than the others
through multiple TC's, and that implies that the block belongs
to a group of blocks consisting of TS images. Unless it
belonged to a group, the block should have shown the equivalent frequency of each color given our TC construction
strategy. Thus, the server that follows the strategy of allocating the three colors over the card space evenly lacks the
color exhausted for the TS images, which is likely to be put in
the central area. This inherent property of our proposal might
introduce a statistical attack, because the central area has
more frequent occurrences of the VCC's complimentary color
than the others, while the edge area has far less frequent occurrences of the other colors.
To know whether three colors (CMY) occurred evenly or
not, we calculated the standard deviations of three values (the
number of occurrences of each color) from the average (n/3)
for each color block in n TC's. If the standard deviation is large,
each color is not evenly used. Fig. 13 shows the visualized
standard deviations with different n values (the number of
collected TC's). The lighter block means a lower standard deviation throughout a given TC's, which in turn means each of
the V1; V2, and V3 is used evenly, and thus it is hard to guess
correctly what color was used in the block.
Using this property, an attacker might be able to mount a
statistical analysis attack by collecting as many TCs as
possible. The attacker counts the frequency of each color for
each block on collected TC's, and chooses the complementary

Fig. 12 e An example of cut-and-paste attack.
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Fig. 13 e Visualized standard deviations of percentages of colors, where n ¼ 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50, 70, and 90, top-left to
bottom-right.

color of the most frequent color for each block to reconstruct
the VCC.
Given n TC's, the adversary counts colors represented on
each position to mount the attack. Let x2½0; w  1;
y2½0; h  1, and k2½0; n  1. Let Vkx;y 2SS be a color of a block
located in the x-th column and y-th row of k-th TC. Let Ex;y be a
data structure that consists of (countC ;countM countY ), where
countX is the number of occurrences of X (X 2 {C,M,Y}) at (x; y)
of TC's. The adversary can count the colors and then tries to
reconstruct the three cards R0 ; R1 , and R2 using Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, the functions MAX, MED, and MIN take Ex;y
and return a color with the maximum, the median and minimum values in the data structure, respectively. If there is a
tie, we set the order as C; M; and Y. The function COMPL takes
as an input a color in SS , and returns its complementary color
in SA dfor example, COMPLðCÞ/R. After running Algorithm 1,
R0x;y ; R1x;y , and R2x;y have different colors for each position x; y.
The adversary checks the reconstructed cards by overlapping
each R on each TC as in Fig. 14. If the adversary can read the
TAN from the resulting image, the analysis is successful and
the adversary can mount transaction-manipulation attack.

nð¼ 10; 30; 50; 70; 100Þ TC's. As shown in the figure, the TS in
the images were not readable, which implies that it was not
possible to recostruct a valid VCC.
Fig. 15 shows the quantitative values for portions recovered correctly. The attacker cannot decide whether a recovered block is correctly guessed or not if it is not black, and
therefore, we concentrate only on the black blocks. Moreover,
not all the black blocks are correctly-reconstructed ones,
because any random pair of complementary colors make a
black block. The figure plots the fraction of black blocks that
belong to V1(VCC) among h  w blocks in an overlapped image
of R* and a TC. In the plot, a bar represents an average of the
correctly-constructed fractions of R0 , R1 and R2 , and a line over
the bar is their standard deviation. The fraction was not
increased, even when 500 TC's were analyzed.
The reason that the statistical analysis attack was less
successful than expected is due to our TC construction strategy. At the time of TC construction, the server lays a TS image
using V1, and then it puts a fake TS image on the central area
using V2. The remaining area is filled using V3. Consequently,
the color that appears most frequently on a block in the central area might belong to either V1 or V2, which makes the
attack difficult.

5.4.

Algorithm 1 e An algorithm for statistical analysis.
We implemented the statistical analysis attack by varying the
number of acquired TC's. Fig. 14 shows the result of the attack.
In the figure, the first, the second, and the third columns
represent the resulting images recovered using R0 , R1 and R2
with a TC, respectively. R0 , R1 and R2 are made after observing

Statistical attack with aggregated color blocks

The statistical attack presented in Section 5.3 can be generalized by aggregating color blocks to form a region and by
counting the frequency of color patterns at each region. The
attack in Section 5.3, thus, can be regarded as a special case of
this attack when the number of color blocks of a region is one.
We conducted the same experiment with larger regions
instead of one color block region, and the results are shown in
Fig. 16. The best result was obtained with 2-by-1 and 2-by-2
color block regions, but the advantage of the attacker did not
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Fig. 14 e Examples of statistical attack with.n ¼ 10; 30; 50; 70; 100.

significantly increase with this attack. For example, even after
the attacker collected and analyzed 500 TC's, the fraction of
correctly-reconstructed black blocks was only 25.95%. Larger
regions such as 4-by-4, 6-by-6, and 8-by-8 blocks did not produce better results.

Fig. 15 e Percentages of correctly-reconstructed black
blocks by statistical attack.

5.4.1.

Remark on the relationship with stream ciphers

We note that our scheme can be viewed as a stream cipher (by
overlapping colors instead of XORing bits) with a fixed secret
key (a VCC card). From that point of view, we can consider two

Fig. 16 e Percentages of correctly-reconstructed black
blocks with larger regions of 2-by-1, 2-by-2, 4-by-4, 6-by-6,
and 8-by-8.
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Fig. 17 e Effect of adopting fake TS.

security threats: known/chosen-plaintext-attack (KPA/CPA)
and an attack using statistical structure in plaintexts. First, we
note that the attacker can only mount ciphertext-only-attack
(COA), but it cannot execute KPA/CPA. That is because the
deciphered plaintext that is necessary to mount KPA/CPA
does not exist in the form of a file or in any digitalized format
accessible by the attacker, but it is shown only to the user's
eyes in the form of a picture. By capturing the user's input of
TAN, the attacker might be able to get some information about
the VCC. However, the exact positions of the color blocks
constituting the TAN should be known to the attacker to
extract useful information for KPA/CPA, which are hard to be
acquired in our scheme because of the TAN position
randomization. As shown in Fig. 18(b), even one block shift of
a TC completely distorts the whole image. Second, considering that TC is a ciphertext and VCC is a key, we can regard
the repeated use of a same VCC as repetition of a key sequence
of a stream cipher. The period occurring from the repetition
can be used to perform the statistical analysis similar to
Kasiski's method for Vigenere cipher (Kasiski). This attack is
essentially the same as those in Section 5.3.

5.5.

Intersection attack

An attacker may try to extract a piece of information by
comparing only two TC's instead of accumulating many TC's.
When there is a region that is common to two TC's, the attacker
can determine that the region belongs to both TS's of two TC's.
The larger the region is, the more likely the region belongs to a
TS. See Fig. 17 for details, where Fig. 17(a) shows the case when
we do not adopt the fake TS0 and TS00 to the construction of TC,

while Fig. 17(b) shows the opposite case. In the intersection
result of two TC's shown in the bottom of Fig. 17, a black block
is for the same colored blocks and a white block for the
different-colored blocks. In the result, there are three types of
regions: a black solid region, a white solid region and a scattered noise region. If two TC's are composed of random color
blocks, the common blocks represented in a black block should
be randomly placed as many scattered noise regions as shown
in region (1) of Fig. 17(a). However, there are many black solid
regions as well as scattered noise regions, because TS's of two
TC's were overlapped each other. For example, the black solid
region pointed in region (2) of the figure belongs to the overlapped region of “0” of TC1 and “3” of TC2. The white solid region is generated when the TS (constructed using V1) in TC1 is
overlapped with random noises (constructed using V2 or V3) in
TC2, and vice versa. For example, the white solid region (3) is
made by “M” of TC2 and noises of TC1.
For each case, the attacker can apply a different attack
strategy:
1. For the black solid region, it chooses the common colors
belonged to the region.
2. For the white solid region, it chooses the color either from
TC1 or from TC2. In either case, the probability of guessing
correctly is 1/2.
3. For each white block in a scattered noise region, it chooses
the remaining color that has not appeared in both TC's. A
black block in the region is discarded.
Finally, the attacker constructs a VCC by taking the complementary of the color of each block.
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Fig. 18 e Adaptive attack.

However, when we introduce the fake TS0 and TS00 using
V2; V3, respectively, the first strategy is not applicable because
each black solid region can belong to either V1; V2 or V3. The
same difficulty exists in the second strategy, because the
overlapped portion of TS and TS0 or TS00 will make the white
solid region. Moreover, the scattered noise region used for the
third strategy cannot be found at all as shown in Fig. 17(b).
Therefore, the intersection attack is not applicable to our
proposal.

5.6.

Adaptive attack

We can also consider adaptive attack models as follows. First,
an adative attacker who uses a user as an oracle may try to
alter valid TC's adaptively to recover the VCC. However, it is
not possible to alter TC's in a meaningful way without the
knowledge of the VCC. Thus, the user would not input the TAN

because the overlapped image does not look regular. As a
result, the attacker cannot obtain any information on the VCC.
For example, adding a random color noise to TC gives a user
only a mangled information. Fig. 18(a) shows the resulting
screen that a user sees when a random noise-added TC is
given to the user. Taking another example, we can consider an
attacker who shifts the TC by one pixel. As shown in Fig. 18(b),
however, this attack also does not work because the resulting
image is distorted.
Another adaptive attacker may use the server as an oracle
to get many valid TC's from the server, and recover the VCC.
However, our strategy that the position of the transfer information is randomly determined frustrates the attacker. Let us
assume that all the strings hidden in a TC are displayed in
fixed segments. Then, by sending transfer information, the
attacker will get the valid TC from the server. Here, because
the strings for RN and TA are located in fixed segments, the
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attacker can infer colors of those segments in VCC taking the
complimentary colors. By adaptively changing transfer information, the attacker will get the color of every segment in
VCC. However, because of the random positioning, it is hard
for an attacker to guess whether a pixel belongs to a meaningful segment or not. Consequently, the attacker cannot
determine whether the color of a pixel should be complimented or not to obtain the corresponding color of VCC.

6.

Related works

Our visual encryption scheme is related to visual cryptography in the sense that two pieces of visual data should be
overlapped to render meaningful information. In this section,
we survey the existing visual cryptography schemes (VCSs),
and explain why they are not suitable for our purpose.
Visual cryptography is a technique widely used to securely
deliver a secret message to a user, especially in an environment where it is unsafe for a client to store cryptographic
keys. Since Naor and Shamir introduced their first VCS in their
seminal work in Naor and Shamir (1994), many researchers
presented their own VCS's operating in various settings. Such
latter schemes considered different parameters such as the
number of visual shares, secret images, pixel expansion,
computation constraints and image formats (Blundo et al.,
2000; Hsu et al., 2004; Wu and Chang, 2005; Chang et al.,
2005; Fang and Yu, 2006; Shyu et al., 2007; Fang, 2007; Feng
et al., 2008; Ulutas et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2008; Weir and
Yan, 2009; Tan, 2009; Verheul and van Tilborg, 1997; Yang
and Laih, 2000; Chang et al., 2000; Chang and Yu, 2002;
Lukac and Plataniotis, 2005; Shyu, 2006; Zhang et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2009; Lee and Le, 2009; Wei Qiao and Liang,
2009; Lee and Chiu, 2013). Among them, Naccache (1994)
proposed an interesting visual cryptography scheme using
colors instead of black and white patterns. Later, Rijmen and
Preneel (1996) proposed a method (called RP hereafter) that
took advantage of mixing colors as we did in the design of our
scheme. Although both RP and our scheme share the idea of
mixing colors to show another color, they are different in two
aspects. First, RP was not designed to work on the usage model
defined for our scheme, where one share is printed on a film
and the other is on a light-emitting screen. To this end, while
our system uses additive and subtractive color systems
simultaneously, RP uses the additive color system only.
Furthermore, RP is used for representing multiple colors,
whereas our scheme is used only for representing the black
color. Second, while RP divided a pixel into four subpixels to
let the human visual system average out a color combination
of multiple colors, our scheme does not use subpixels. As a
result, our scheme is capable of showing information in full
resolution on a fixed size screen, whereas RP has a resolution
reduction of four due to the usage of subpixels. Following the
Naccache and Rijmen papers, a thread of papers building
upon them were published (Ateniese et al., 2001; Blundo et al.,
1999; Naor and Pinkas, 1997; Blundo et al., 1998; Encinas et al.,
2002; Nakajima and Yamaguchi, 2002; Jin et al., 2005; Koga
et al., 2001; Tsai et al., 2007). However, none of these works
describe an idea identical or similar to the one introduced in
this work in terms of the two aspects described above.
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While one may consider using any of those previous
schemes as an off-the-shelf solution to the problem at hand,
existing VCS's fall short because they are intended for onetime use, and therefore they do not allow the use of a share
for multiple times. This missing feature is important for
authentication protocols, particularly in Internet banking.
Notice that a ðk; nÞ scheme (Fang and Yu, 2006; Lee and Le,
2009; Ulutas et al., 2008; Verheul and van Tilborg, 1997; Lee
and Chiu, 2013) does not mean the scheme can be used for
multiple times. Other than this essential problem, the existing
VCS's have the following issues.
First, some VCS's require computations for decryption to
enhance their performance (Yang and Laih, 2000; Lukac and
Plataniotis, 2005; Chang et al., 2000; Tsai et al., 2009;
Heidarinejad et al., 2008). However, since using a hardware
is not allowed in decryption phase in light of our system
model, VCS's that require computations cannot be used as a
solution to the problem at hand.
Second, in most VCS's, there is no restriction on shares'
resolution, thus image quality is guaranteed by freely
expanding pixels of the shares. However, the resolution of an
image in our solution is restricted because of limited sizes of
the VCC and VCC blocks. The size of the VCC is limited by
portability and by compatibility with mobile banking on a
smartphone with small screen. For compatibility reasons, we
decided to use the size of a credit card. Also, the size of a block
of the VCC needs to be reasonably big, to provide compatibility
with different dot pitches of different screens. As a consequence of the sizes of the block and the VCC, pixel expansion is
hard to use and only low resolution is allowed, which is not
favorable to most VCS's. Even though there are several VCS's
that do not use pixel expansion in the literature (Ito et al., 1999;
Tzeng and Hu, 2002; Chen et al., 2007; Hou and Tu, 2005; Yang,
2004), those schemes already assume high resolution of shares.

7.

Conclusion and future work

Internet banking is one of the most sensitive services in which
security is a priority. In certain circumstances, such as operating on a compromised client, cryptographic protocols
cannot guarantee security against the adversary who can
control the client with a malware. As an example, we
described and showed transaction-manipulation attacks and
their applicability to this scenario.
To address this issue, we proposed the first transaction
authentication protocol using a novel visual encryption
scheme that utilizes complementary colors. We demonstrated usability and security features of our design using
analytical and experimental results. Because the proposed
scheme requires no computational aid but only low resolution
for the visual cryptography card, it is usable for various settings including both a PC and a mobile computing environment. However, it should be noted that the population of
participants in our user study is limited. Therefore, it is not
clear whether the proposal might be applicable also to a person with very low visual acuity or elderly person. It would be
an interesting future research topic to apply the proposal to a
wide range of users and analyze the usability. If the proposed
scheme is not applicable to some people, a possible
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deployment scenario would be to allow a user to choose either
a traditional authentication method or ours, which guarantees compatibility with the existing systems.
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